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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper has two main goals. First, we establish a fixed point theorem of Furl Pera type [1] for 
condensing operators. The technique used only uses Sadovskii's fixed point theorem. In addition, 
our approach provides an elementary proof of the well-known [2,3,4] Leray-Schauder nonlinear 
alternative for condensing operators. Our second goal is to use these fixed point theorems to 
examine Hammerstein tegral equations of the form 
y(t) = h(t) + k(t, s)f(s, y(s)) ds, t ~ [0, 1], (1.1) 
where y takes values in a real Banach space B. By placing growth restrictions (see Section 3) 
and monotonicity restrictions (see Section 4) on the nonlinearity f , we are able to establish the 
existence of a solution to (1.1). 
For the remainder of this section, we gather together some well-known ideas and facts; see, for 
exarnple [2,3,5-8]. Let B be a Banach space and f~B the bounded subsets of B. The Kur~towskii 
measure of noncompactness i  the map a : F~B --* [0, e~) defined by 
a (X)=in f{e>0:  XC_U~=IX i and diam(Xi)<_e}; hereXEf~s .  
For convenience, we recall some properties of a: 
Let S, T E i2B. Then 
(i) a(S) = 0 if S is compact, 
(ii) ~(S) = ~(S), 
(iii) if S c T then a(S) <: a(T), 
(iv) a (S  U T) = max{a(S), a(T)}, 
(v) ~( rS)  = I r i s ( s ) ,  r • R ,  
(vi) a(S + T) <_ a(S) + a(T), 
(vii) c~(co(S)) = c~(S). 
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Let BI and B2 be two Banach spaces and let F : Y C_ BI --* B2 be continuous and map 
bounded sets into bounded sets. We call F an c~-Lipschitzian map if there is a constant k _> 0 
with a(F (X) )  <_ ka(X) for all bounded sets X c_ Y. We call F a condensing map if F is 
a-Lipschitzian with k = I and a(F (X) )  < a(X) for all bounded sets X c_ Y with c~(X) ~t 0. 
THEOREM 1.1. (Sadovskii) [2,3,5,6]. Let G be a dosed convex bounded subset o/a Banach space 
B and F : G -* G is a condensing map. Then F has a fixed point. 
THEOREM 1.2. (Arzela Asco//) [8]. Let B be a Banach space. A subset M of C([0, 1], B) is 
relatively compact if M is bounded, equicontinuous and the set {u(t) : u E M} is relatively 
compact in B t'or each t E [0, 1]. 
2. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
We begin by proving a nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type for condensing operators. 
This is a well-known result in the literature [2-4]; in these papers, a topological transversality 
theorem (and therefore, a nonlinear alternative) is developed for condensing maps. Here we 
provide an elementary proof based on Sadovskii's fixed point theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a Banach space and Qo = {x : [[x[[ _< ro} where ro > 0 is a constant. 
In addition, assume No : Qo --* E is a condensing map. Then either 
(i) No has a fixed point in Qo, or 
(ii) there is a point u E OQo and A E (0, 1) with u = AN0(u). 
PROOF. Let r : E ~ Q0 be defined by 
_-- ~ x, x E Qo, (2.1) r(x) ( ro~,  x E S\Qo.  
We first claim that rNo : Qo -'~ Qo is a condensing map. Notice if A C_ E is bounded, then 
r(A) c_ co(A U {0}). (2.2) 
REMARK. To see this, fix x • A. Now notice if x • Q0 then r(x) -- x, so (2.2) is clearly 
true, whereas if x ¢~ Qo then r(x) = ro(x/[[x[[) = Ax + (1 - A)0, with A = ro/[[x[[ < 1, so 
r(x) • co(A U {0}) since co(A U {0}) is convex. 
Let X C_ Qo with a(X)~t 0. Then 
a(r(No(X)))  <_ a(co(go(X) U {0})) = a(No(X) U {0}) = a(go(X) )  < a(X) .  
Hence, rNo : Qo --+ Qo is a condensing map. Sadovskii's fixed point theorem implies that there is 
an x • Q0 with r(No(x)) = x. Hence, either [[No(z)[[ _< ro or [[No(x)][ > ro. If [[No(x)[[ < ro then 
No(x) • Qo so x = r(No(x)) = No(z), i.e., (i) is satisfied. On the other hand, if [[No(x)[[ > ro 
then [[x[[ -- [[r(No(x))[[ = ro, so x • OQo and x = (ro/[[No(x)[ D No(x). Thus, x -- ANo(x) with 
A -- ro/[[No(x)[[ < 1, i.e., (ii) is satisfied. I 
We now use Theorem 2.1 to obtain a Furi-Pera type continuation theorem for condensing maps. 
This continuation theorem was introduced in [1] for compact maps. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be a Banach space and Q = {x : [Ix H _< ro} where ro > 0 is a constant. 
In addition, assume N : Q ~ E is a condensing map with 
ff {(xj, Aj)}~= 1 is a sequence in OQ x [0,1] converging to (x, A) with 
(2.3) 
x = AN(x) and 0 < ,k < 1, then AjN(xj) • Q for j sufficiently large 
holding. Then N has a fixed point. 
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PROOF.  Let B -- {x E E : x = NrCx)}, where r is as described in (2.1) (here Q0 = Q). We 
claim B ~ 0. To see this, look at rN. As in Theorem 2.1, rN : Q ~ Q is a condensing map, so 
Sadovskii's fixed point theorem implies there exists y E Q with y = rNCy ). Hence, z -- NrCz ) 
with z = NCy). Thus, B ~ 0. Also B is closed; to see this, let xn E B (i.e., xn = NrCxn)) with 
xn --' x. By  the continuity of Nr, we have x = Nr(x), so x E B. Next, we claim that B is 
compact. To see this, first notice 
B C_ Nr(B). 
Now if a(r(B)) ~ O, then 
a(S) < a(Nr(B)) < a(r(B)). (2.4) 
Also, since r(B) C_ co(B (J {0}), we have that a(r(B)) < a(B). This together with (2.4) yields 
a(B) < a(r(B)) < a(B), a contradiction. Thus, a(r(B)) = 0 and so a(B) _< a(Nr(B)) <_ 
a(r(B)) = O, i.e., a(B) = 0. Consequently, B(= B) is compact. 
We now show that B N Q ~ 0. To do this, we argue by contradiction. Suppose B A Q = q}. 
Then, since B is compact and Q is closed, there exists d > 0 with dist(B, Q) > d. Define 
g i= xeE:  I I xH<r0+-  , i e{1 ,2 , . . .} .  
z 
Fix i E {1, 2, . . .  }. Since dist(B, Q) > d then B N U~ = O. Also by Theorem 2.1 (applied with 
Qo = "~i and No = Nr  : -~i --+ E), we may deduce that there exists Cy~, Ai) • (9Ui × ( 0,1) with 
y~ = A~NrCyi ). 
REMARKS. 
(i) NoteNr  : U~ ~ E is a condensing map. To see this, let X C_ U~ wi tha(X)  ~ 0. If 
a(r(X)) ~ O, then a(Yr(X))  < a(r(X)) <_ a(X) since r(X) C_ co(X U {0}). On the other 
hand, if c~(r(X)) = 0, then a(Nr(X)) < ~(r(X)) = 0 < c~(X). 
(ii) Note (i) in Theorem 2.1 does not occur, with Q0 = Ui and No = Nr, since B N Ui = 0. 
Consequently for each j • {1, 2, . . .  }, there exists (yj, Aj) • OUj × C 0,1) with Aj N(r(yj)) = yj. 
Notice, in particular, since yj • OUj that 
AjYCrCyj) ) •Q, for a l l j  • {1,2,. . .}. (2.5) 
Also, since A0 = {x • E : x = ANrCx ) for some A • [0,1]} is compact (so sequentially 
compact), since Ao c_ co(Nr(Ao) U {0}), and IlYjll = r0 + ~, [Ajl _< 1, we may assume without 
loss of generality that Aj --* A* and yj --* y* • OQ; also yj = AjNr(yj)) --* A*Nr(y*), so 
y* = A*Nr(y*). If A* = 1, then y* = Nr(y*) which contradicts B N Q = 0. If A* = 0, then 
y* -- 0 which contradicts y* • OQ. Hence, we may assume 0 < A* < 1. But, in this case, (2.3) 
(since xj = r(yj) • OQ and x = y* = r(y*)) implies AjN(r(yj)) • Q for j sufficiently large. This 
contradicts (2.5). Thus, B n Q ¢ q}, so there exists x • Q with x -- Nr(x), i.e., x -- N(x). | 
3. HAMMERSTE IN  INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
IN  BANACH SPACES 
Let B be a Banach space. This section presents ome existence results for the Hammerstein 
integral equation 
y(t) = h(t) + k(t, s)y(s, y(s)) ds, t • [0, 11, (3.1) 
with I : [0, 11 x B --, B and k : [0, 1] x [0, 1] --, R. 
Throughout this section, we will let f be a L~-Carathdodory function (here 1 < f~ ~ oo). By 
this we mean: 
(i) the map t --* f(t,  z) is measurable (Bochner) for all z • B, 
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(ii) the map z --* f(t,  z) is continuous for almost all t E [0,1], 
(iii) for each r > 0, there exists p~ E/f l ([0,1],R) such that I]z[[ _< r implies ]lf(t,z)[ I <_ #r(t) 
for almost all t E [0,1]. 
REMARK. We could include the case ~ = 1 in this section. The ideas are similar. 
Now let a be the conjugate to ~. Also assume 
h • C([0,1], B), (3.2) 
k(t,s) • L"([0,1],R) for each t • [0,1] and the map t --* k(t,s) 
is continuous from [0, 1] to La([0,1], R), (3.3) 
there exists a nondecreasing continuous function ¢ : [0, co) --, [0, co) with 
(i1 (/01 ) ll/(s, u(s))ll ~ ds <_ ¢ Ilu(s)ll ~ ds , for any u • C([0, 1], B), 
and (/01I 1 ) 2 a-1 [k(t,s)[ a dsdt limsup Ca(x) < 1 (3.5) Z-~OO X 
hold. 
REMARK. We will let (fo 1 [[u(s)[[ ~ ds) 1/~ = ][u[[oo denote sssup(u(t) : t • [0, 1]} also in the case 
T=C~. 
Consider the set S of real numbers x _> 0 which satisfy the inequality 
/0 (i1/01 ) x <_ 2 a-1 Hh(t)Hadt+2 a-1 Ik(t,s) ladsdt Ca(x). (3.6) 
Then S is bounded above, i.e., there exists a constant M1 with 
x _< M1, for all x • S. (3.7) 
If (3.7) was not true, then there is a sequence 0 ~ xn • S with xn ~ co as n ~ co and 
1 <2~-lf°[[h(t)H~dt+2~-l(folfolxn [k(t, s). ~ ds dt ) ¢~(xn)x. 
Thus, 
(/01/0 ) 1 < 2 a-1 [k(t, s)l a dsdt limsup Ca(x"),  n--*OO Xn 
which contradicts (3.5). Consequently, (3.7) is true. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f : [0,1] x B --* B has the decomposition f = f l  + f2 where f l  and 
f2 are L~-Carathdodory functions. Assume (3.2)-(3.5) hold. Let M1 be as defined in (3. 7) and 
define (~1 ]'l/a 
M0 = sup I[h(t)H + sup [k(t, s)[ ads}  ¢(M1). (3.8) 
[0,1] [0,I] 
In addition, assume 
{I  1 /oreavht  • [0,1], theset k(t,s)f2(s,u(s))ds : u e C([O, 1I, B) 
(3.9) 
]lu(s)][ _< M0 for a//s • [0,1]~ /s relatively compact, with 
) 
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and 
/o ra l /u ,v  E C([0,11, B) with II~(s)lh tl~(s)ll ~_ Mo ~or~s  e [0,1]; (3.10) 
here ¢ is a real valued nondecreasing continuous function 
satisfying ¢(x) < x for x > 0 
hold. Then, (3.1) has a solution y E C([0, 1], B). 
PROOF. Let y be a solution to 
( 11 ) y(t) = A h(t) + k(t, s ) f (s ,y(s) )  ds , t • [0, 1], (3.11)~ 
where 0 < A < 1. Put 
Q = {u • C([O, 1],B) : [[ul[0_<Mo} and E= C([O, 1],B), (3.12) 
where [[u[[o = suP[0,1] [[u(t)[[ and M0 is as in (3.8). Define an operator N : K --* E by 
Nu(t) = h(t) + k(t, s) I (s , ,~(s) )as  - (Nl,~)(t) + (N2~)(t), (3.13) 
where 
(Nlu)(t) = h(t) + k(t, s).fl (s, u(s)) &,  (3.14) 
and 
(N2u)(t) = k(t, s)f2(s, u(s)) ds. (3.15) 
We first claim that if X C_ Q then 
a(NI(X)) <_ ¢(a(X)). (3.16) 
To see this, let e > 0 be given and suppose X C_ U'~flX ~ with diana (Xi) <_ a(X)  + e. Notice also 
NI(X) C_ Un=INI(Xi) = U~=IY/. 
Let y,w • Y~ for some i. Then there exists x,z  • X( with Nl(X) = y and Nl(Z) = w. Also, 
IINl(X) - Nl(Z)}l =sup [I k(t,s)[f l(S,X(s)) - $1(s,z(s))]dsl[ 
[o,1] 
_<¢ (llx - zllo) _< ¢ (a (x )  + ~). 
Consequently, 
diam (Yi) < ¢ (a(X) + e), so a(NI(X)) <_ ~b (or(X) + e). 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, (3.16) is true. 
Next, we show Nz : Q --* E is continuous and compact. To see continuity, let u ,  --* u in 
g .  Now [[un(s)H < M0 and [[u(s)[[ < M0 for all s • [0,1]. Also, there exists # • La([0,1],R) 
with [[fz(t,v)[[ <_ #(t) for a.e. t • [0, 1] and all I[vl[ _< M0. The Lebesgue dominated convergence 
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theorem implies N2un(s) -'* N2u(s) pointwise on [0,1]. Next, we show the convergence is uniform 
on [0,1]. Let t, x E [0, 1] with x < t. Then, 
HN2un(t)- N2un(x)H <_ Hh(t)-h(x)H + (~o 1 {k(t,s) -k(x,s){a ds) 1/a (~ol#~(s) ds) 1/~ 
(/0 )1 o (/j + sup {k(t, s)l a ds #~(s) ds 
re[0,1] 
A similar bound can be obtained for {{N2u(t) - N2u(x){{. Thus, for any e > 0, there e~sts ~ > 0 
such that t, x E [0, I] and {t - x{ < ~, we have 
IlN2u,~(t) - N2un(x)l I < e, for all n (3.17) 
and 
}{N2u(t) - Y2u(x)l{ < e. (3.18) 
Now (3.17), (3.18) together with the fact that N2un(S) ---+ N2u(s) pointwise on [0,1] implies that 
the convergence is uniform. Consequently, N2 : K --+ E is continuous. In addition, the Arzela- 
Ascoli theorem (Theorem 1.2) together with (3.9) and the ideas used to prove (3.18) implies that 
N2(Q) is relatively compact in E, i.e., N2 : Q --+ E is compact. Thus, for X C_ Q, we have 
(~(N(X)) < a(NI(X)) ÷ (~(N2(X)) <_ ¢(~(X)). (3.19) 
Consequently, N : Q --+ E is a condensing map. 
Also, if y is a solution to (3.11)A, then HSlder's inequality with (3.4) yields 
)(/01 
This, together with (3.6) and (3.7), yields 
~o I {{y(s){{ ~ ~ M1. (3.20) ds 
Returning to (3.11)~, we have for t 6 [0, 1] that 
{{y(t){{ < sup {{h(t){, + (~o 1 ,k(t,s), ~ ds) l/~¢ (~o 1 }{y(s),,~ ds) 
[0,q ( (~1 ) 1/(~) 
< supilh(t)ll + sup {k(t,s)l'~ds ¢(M1) = Uo, 
[o,1] \[O, ll 
using (3.8) and the fact that ~p is nondecreasing. Thus, 
llyl{o = {l~Nyllo < M0 (3.21) 
for any solution y to (3.11)x. Now (3.21), the fact that N : Q --+ E is a condensing map, and 
Theorem 2.2 guarantee that (3.1) has a solution. | 
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4. HAMMERSTEIN  INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WITH 
MONOTONIC ITY  RESTRICT IONS 
This section presents some existence results of Brezis Browder type [9] for 
y(t) = h(t) + k(t, s)f(s, y(s)) ds, t e [0, 1], (4.1) 
where y takes values in a real Hilbert space H; throughout let (., .} denote the inner product. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 < a < c~ be a constant and/3 the conjugate to a. Suppose f : [0, 1] x H ~ 
H has the decomposition f = fl + f2. Suppose (3.3) holds with 
h • C([0, 1], H) (4.2) 
f l ,  f2 : [0, 1] x H ~ H are L~-Caxath4odory functions (4.3) 
there exists a constant R > 0 and a constant ao > 0 with 
<y,f(t,y)> _ aollYIIIIf(t,y)ll for Ilyll -> R (4.4) 
and a.e. t • [0, 1]. 
for each t • [0, 11, the set k(t, s)f2(s, u(s)) as: u • c([0,11, H) 
(4.5) 
[[u(s)[[ <_ Mo for a11 s • [0, 1]) is relatively compact with 
and 
sup f l k ( t , s ) [ f l ( s ,u (s ) )  - f l(s,v(s))]ds <_ ¢ (sup[[u(s) - v(s)[[) [0,1] J0 \[0,1] 
for all u, v • C([0, 1],H) with [lu(s)[[, Ilv(s)ll <_ Mo for all s • [0, 1]; (4.6) 
here ¢ is a real valued nondecreasing function 
satisfying ¢(x) < x for x > 0 
satisfied. 
REMARK. /140 in (4.5) and (4.6) is some predetermined constant described in the proof (see (4.15) 
and (4.19)). 
(i) If f~ = 1 (i.e., a = oo) and 
there exist constants A1 >_ 0,0 < T _< 1 and A0 with for any u • C([0, 1],H), 
~01 ~01 (~01 ) r  (4.7) (f(t,u(t)), k(t ,s)f(s,u(s))ds)dt <_ A1 [[f(t,u(t))[[dt + Ao, 
then (4.1) has a solution in C([0, 1], H). 
(ii) If ~ >_ 1 with 
there exists constants ~7 > 0, ~ with ~/>_ f~ - 1 if f~ > 1 whereas 
~/> 0 if/3 = 1 and a function ¢ • L"([0, 1], R) with (4.8) 
[[y[[ _> ~[[f(t,y)[[ ~ +¢(t )  for ][y[[ _> n and a.e. t • [0,1] 
and 
there exist constants A1 _> 0, 0 < T < 3' + 1 and Ao with 
1 1 1 "r/~3 
fo (f(t,u(t)), fo k(t ,s) f(s,u(s))ds)dt <_Al ( fo [[f(t,u(t)),[~ dt ) + Ao (4.9) 
for any u • C([0, 1], H) 
holding. Then, (4.1) has a solution in C([0, 1], H). 
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PROOF. Let y be a solution to (3.11)x for A 6 (0, I). Also, put 
Q = {u 6 C([0,1],H) : Ilul[o < M0} and E = C([0,1], H), (4.10) 
where Mo is some predetermined constant described below (see (4.15) and (4.19)). Let N, N1 
and N2 be as described in (3.13)-(3.15), respectively. The same reasoning as in Theorem 3.1 
establishes that N : Q ~ E is a condensing map. 
We next establish a priori bounds on solutions to (3.11)A. Take inner products in (3.11)x and 
integrate from 0 to 1 to obtain 
/0 /o (y(t), .f(t, y(t))) dt= A (h(t), J'(t, y(t))) dt (4.11) 
+ ,~ (Y(t, y(t)), k(t, s)y(s, y(s)) ds> dr. 
(i) Let 
IR, supEo,ll ib(t),, + A, + 1~ 
Ro max [ J ao 
Now (y,f(t,y)} >_ aoHyHHI(t,y)H for HyH-> Ro and a.e. t • [0,1]. Let 
Io={t•[0 ,1 ] :  Hy(t)H_>Ro} and Jo={t•[0 ,1 ] :  Hy(t)ll<Ro}. 
Notice 
,o<Y(tl,](t,y(tll)dt > ao /~o Ily(tlllllI(t,y(tl)lldt > aoRo /~o II](t,y(tlllldt, (4.12) 
and put this into (4.11) to obtain 
(/o aoRo fl° [l/(t,y(t))lldt </o Hh(t)J(t,y(t))lldt +A1 IIf(t,y(t))l[dt (4.13) [ .  
+ IAol + ]Jo Ily(t)f(t,y(t))ll dr. 
Since f is a L1-Caxath6odory function, there exists #ao • LI([O, 1], R) such that Ilull _< Ro 
implies [If(t, u)l I < #no(t) for almost all t • [0, 1]. Consequently, 
1 ( i1 ) ,  /o <-Jo [ Hh(t)H#ao(t)dt+A1 #nodt +]Aol+Ro #no(t)dt=-Fo. 
Put this into (4.13) to obtain 
[ Io (£ )" aoRo Jlo Ill(t, y(t))ll dt < Fo + [[h(t)f(t, y(t))l[ dt + A1 II/(t, y(t))ll dt 
and since r < 1, there exists a constant F1 > 0 with 
(a°R°-sup"h(t)l'-al)ftol'f(t'y(t))'ldt<Fl"[o,1] 
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Thus, there exists a constant Fs > 0 with 
loiif(t,y(t))[[ dt< F2. (4.14) 
Returning to (3.11)x, we have for t E [0, 1] that 
_< sup Ilh(t)ll + [ [[k(t,s)/(s,y(s))ll ds + /IIk(t,s)/(s,y(s))ll ds Ily(Oll 




sup Ily(t)ll <_ Mo, (4.15) 
tel0,1] 
for any solution 9 to (3.11)x. 
REMARK.  -~[0 in (4.5), (4.6) and (4.10) is now defined. 
Now (4.15), the fact that N : Q ~ E is a condensing map, together with Theorem 2.2 guarantee 
that (4.1) has a solution. 
(ii) Let 
I = {t e [0, 1]: Ilv(t)ll -> R} and J -- {t e [0, 1]: IIv(t)ll < n}.  
Also, (4.4) and (4.5) imply 
~ (y(t), /(t,y(t))) dt > ao fII Ily(t)llllf(t,y(t))ll dt 
> rlao fl Ilf(t,y(t))11 "+1 dt + ao JI ¢(t)llf(t, Y)II dt, 
and put this into (4.11) to obtain 
[ II/(t, y(t))ll "+1 at <_ ao [ II¢(t)f(t,v(t))ll dt +/.  Ily(t)f(t,y(t))ll dt + IAol ~}ao 
.11  ,11  J J  
1 a ~./~ (4.16) 
+ ~ Ith(t)f(t,y(t))lldt+al (fo II/(t'y(t))ll~dt) 
Since f is a La-Carathdodory function, there exists #R E Lt~([0, 1],R) such that Ilull _< R implies 
IIf(t,u)ll _< ~R(t) for almost all t e [0, 1]. Thus, 
fj Ily(t)f(t,y(t))ll dt + ~ Ilh(t)f(t,y(t))ll dt + 'aol +al  2r/B (~ ,[/(t,y(t))lla dt) "/a 
1 1 / e l  \ r / f l  
<_ R fo #R(t)dr+ fo 'Ih(t'Hl~R(t)dt+ lAo, + A12 "/p ~Jo I~(t) dr) = F3. 
Put this into (4.16) to obtain 
[ Ill(t, v(t))ll "+1 dt < ao L II¢(t)/Ct, v(t))ll dt+ f Ilh(t)/(t, v(t))ll dt rlao 
J 1  J l  J l  (4.17) 
+ A12"/a (ft  ll/(t,y(t))lla dt) "/a + Fa . 
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Apply HSlder's inequality (twice for the first integral on the right-hand side of (4.17)) to obtain 
ao~ / IIf(t,y(t))ll~+l dt <no (~ l  l¢(t)la dt)  l/a ( / [ I / ( t ,y ( t ) ) l l '+ ld t )  1/(~+1) 
+ dt) ~/(~+i) dt) 1/(,+i) ( fo I ,,h(t),, (~+I)/'y (/'[f(t'y(t))"~+i 
+ A12 " (/ ,  Itf(t, ÷ F3, 
and since T < V + 1, there exists a constant F4 with 
/ llf(t,y(t))H ~+1 dt <_ F4. (4.18) 
Returning to (3.11)~, we have for t E [0, 1] that  
( l / f01  )1//~ Hy(t)[[ _< sup Hh(t)l] + _ sup Ilk(t, S)[[no #~R(S  ds
[0,11 \re[0,1] 
( ) ( ~ 1 )  <_ sup IIh(t)ll + _ sup Ilk(t, s)tlL. #~(s) ds 
[0,1] \tE[0,1] 
+ (sup  [[k(t,s)HLO)F~/('Y+I)=-Mo, 
\tel0,11 
and so 
sup Ily(t)ll < M0 (4.19) 
re[o,1] 
for any solution y to (3.11)~. The result now follows from Theorem 2.2. | 
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